Introduction
Let (M,g) be a connected n-dimensional (n^3) Hiemannian manitfold of class C°° with not necessarily definite metrio g. We denote by V, R, K, S and K the Levi-Civita connection, the curvature tensor, the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of (M,g), respectively.
A manifold (M,g) is said to be pseudo-symmetric [6] if the following condition is satisfied: (*) at every point of M the tensors R»n and Q(g,ä) are linearly dependent. This condition is trivially satisfied at points at which R = R(1) (we note that the tensor Q(g,R) vanishes at a point xeM if and only if R(x) = R(1)(X)). Thus the condition (*) is equivalent to the following relation (1) R-R = L Q(g,R)
on the set W = {x e M: R R( 1) at x}, where L is a function on W. Recently, pseudo-symmetric manifolds were studied by various authors. It is easy to see that if the condition (*) holds on a Riemannian manifold (M,g) then also (**) at every point of M the tensors R»S and Q(g,S) are linearly dependent. The condition (**) is equivalent to the following relation (2) R.S = LQ(g,S)
R. Deszcz on the set U = {xeM : S ji ^ g at x}. Let I be an open interval of R considered with its standard metric g and P a positive smooth function on I. If (1) (M0, g ), dim M0 2 2, is an Einstein manifold, then the warped (2) r n product (I*M0f g © P g ) is Ricci-pseudo-symmetric I 8 I.
2 (1) (2) Moreover, all such Ricci-pseudo-symmetric warped products for which the manifold (M", g ) is not necessarily Einstein i2) manifold are determined in [8J. The Ricci-pseudo-symmetric warped products (IxM,, g © P g ), dim M0Z 3, are non pseudo-
* -symmetric and non Ricci-semi-symmetric in general. This paper contains some results on Ricci-pseudo-symmetrio warped products (M..*M0, g ©F g ) for which dim M.. 2 1. We
1 give necessary and sufficient conditions for a warped product to be Ricci-pseudo-symmetric. In particular, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a warped product of two Einstein manifolds to be Ricci-pseudo-symmetric. With the help of the above results, we construct various examples of manifolds of this type.
2. Ricci-pseudo-symmetric warped products Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Por a tensor field A of type (0,p), p^ 1» on M we define the tensor fields R»A and Q(g,A) by the formulas 
We shall indioate eech object formed from g by (i). The local components ^ r _ pW a f n P w q nw , n Vi-i w p v p w N "rstu c s rw stu = ®rw VV at ~ °V su + 1 st 1 va
of the tensor R and the local components Sts of the tensor S of g © P g which may not vanish identically are the follow-
ing (5)
where R abcd = (®abcd' aabfi ~ 2 T ab g ali'
S ab = , S ab ~ ^f^b'
T ab -Va " h P aV ^ ' -Vb
The scalar curvature K of g © Fg satisfies the equation
The only components of R*S which may not vanish are those related to
Further, in virtue of (3), (8) and (9), we can easily show that the only components of Q(g,S) not identically zero are those related to
Qt«.S)a«pb " ®ab S «|J " (sj + ^SV) «ab + (1) 12)
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where H is the tensor field of type (0,2) with local components
Proof.
Combining the relations (12)- (14) with the relations (15)-(IT) and (21) we obtain our assertion.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we get 
Examples
We denote by S p (9) = {x e E p+1 :<x,x> = q 2 , £ > o} the p-dimensional (p£ 2) sphere of radius 9 centered at the origin (ii) Let F «= (f + k) 2 , where k>9 is a constant. If {uju a } is a chart of (S p (p),g ) , then the function F satisfies on U
the following equalities
Let {uju a } bo a chart of (S p (p),g) (1) such that the function F defined in Lemma l(i) is different from zero at each point of U and let (M9,g ) be an (n-p)-di-
aiensional, n-p^2, Si.ecr.ar.nian manifold.
(i) The manifold © ?g ) is Ricci-pseudo-symme-
holds on (ttUtg)» £ (2) (ii) Let (M ot g ) be additionally of constant curvature £ (2) and assume that
is an Einstein manifold. Proof.
The assertion (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1(i) and Theorem 1, where we suppose L = .
9'
The manifold (U*M 9 , g © Pg ) defined in (ii), in view of (i), (1> (2i is Ricci-pseudo-symmetric. The equality (13), by (25) and (28), turns into (8), (9) and (11) we get S = -g, which completes the proof. in Examples 1 and 2 we state manifolds fulfilling the condition (27). 
J Ricci-semi-symmetric manifold, then the manifold (M 2 ,g ) = = (I*M,,g © Fg ) satisfies also (27) (cf. ¡8, Syaa.?la 3j).
•Ml)
Example 2.
The manifold (U*M0,g © Fg ) defined
in Theorem 1 (ii) with A / 0 and p = 1 satisfies (27).
* manifold and let F be the function defined in Lemma 1 (ii) on a sphere (S p (p),g), p » 2. Then the manifold (S p (p))<M5t
is Ricai-pseudo-symmetric and non Ricci-semi-symme-(1) (2) trio.
Proof. The Ricci-pseudo-symmetry follows immediately from Lemma 1 (ii) and Corollary 1, where we suppose L = ffj
• Applying the formulas (26) and (28) into (13) we obtain An example of a compact Rioci-pseudo-symmetric manifold is given also in [8, Remark 3.4] . Theorem 3. Let (NL.g), dim 2, be an Einstein fe D manifold and let P be a function on an Euolidean space E F , ../a=p 2 \2 p>2, defined by the formula P(x) = (x a ) + kj , where x = (x 1 ,...tx p ) e E p , g is the standard metric of E p and k is (1) a positive constant. Then the manifold (E p *M0,g © Pg ) is 2 (1) (2) Ricoi-pseudo-symmetric and non Ricci-semi-symmetric.
It is easy to verify that the following equations
hold on E p (see [5, Theorem 8] ). Corollary 1 (take L = 04) = -F w/ implies that thé manofild (E p *JIIU,g © Fg J is Ml) (2) Kioci-pseudo-symmetric. Applying the formula (29) into (13) we obtain t 5 -S »««Ab -I F 2 ((n-2)(2(P) 2 (1) (2) which completes the proof.
In the above described examples of warped product Ricci--pseudo-symmetric manifolds (M.,*î/L,g © Pg ) the manifold
(M1tg) is a manifold of constant curvature. We give now an
example of a warped product Ricci-pseudo-symmetric manifold for whioh the manifold (M",g) is Rioci-pseudo-symmetric 1 (1) and not of constant curvature. Example 3. Let I be an open interval of the real line considered with its standard metric g, g^ = e,e e e {~1,l}, P a function on I defined by P(x 1 ) = exp(b x 1 ), x 1 e I, b e R -{o} and (M,,g ), dim M, = p-1 2 3, a not of con- To obtain our example we consider two oases, (i) Let (U 9 ,g ), (2) dim 2, be an Einstein manifold. Then the manifold (U 1 x M 9 ,g © Fg ) satisfies (2) . In fact, in virtue of (35),
(10), (21) and (30), the relations (l8)-(20) are fulfilled. Thus, by Theorem 1, we obtain (2).
(ii) Let (M 9 ,g) , dim M 0 £3, 
